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Meet adorable puppies and kittens in this top-selling board book that encourages tiny fingers to

explore and helps develop fine motor skills while building an early language foundation.Filled with

real-life puppy and kitty photographs that feature touch-and-feel textures that babies can stroke,

tickle, and touch, Baby Touch and Feel: Puppies and Kittens is the perfect size for small hands. Its

padded cover can withstand biting and throwing while its thick sturdy board pages won't tear. Your

baby can practice animal recognition and perfect animal noises while touching the novelty textures

on the pages.About the series: Baby Touch and Feel books are the perfect series for the very

youngest readers. These small, padded books excite babies and toddlers with their foil and

touch-and-feel covers. Each book in this affordable series contains twelve vibrant interior pages with

bold, engaging images. Containing large word labels, each page has foil or glitter to behold or a

tantalizing texture to touch. These safe novelty textures immediately intrigue babies and are perfect

for little fingers to feel. The Baby Touch and Feel series encourages sensory development,

language skills, and early reading skills while teaching colors, shapes, patterns, and opposites.
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This book is no good. There are barley any "touch and feel" areas... The pictures are so tiny with

tons of empty blank space on the pages and the smallest little areas to 'feel'. There are 12

pagesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ Six of which are not even touch and feelÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦they are just shiny



with no texture (I added 3 photos so you can see the shiny pattern and 1 photo to see the tiny patch

of fur). My daughter is obsessed with kitties and doggies... And she could really care less about this

book and so do I.So disappointed!!!

This book was ok for the price BUT if you're looking for the "old type" of touch and feel books this is

not it! It is a nice book but where are all of the furry animals?? Most of the fluffy, soft and different

textured things that were in these books are replace by little paw prints or plastic food bowls- HUGE

let down in my eyes. I'm glad I got this on sale and didn't pay full price for it!

I bought this for my 12 month old son for his motor skills. The book is very manageable and

doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t tear or rip easily. These books are very reasonable in price and just the

right size for my little one to grab when itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s time to read to him. This is a very

simply yet easy book to read as you are starting out for your little ones. He is very engaged with the

colors and loves to the pictures. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s easy to touch as you are reading. His favorite

part is the sheep haired dog with the long hairy patch. I just wish there was more touch and feel

spots to touch. Over all this book is good starting out.

Very disappointing the fur was suppar. A person can do better making the book themselves. When I

was a kid whether the fur was real or not there was more of it.

Try the touch and feel books from the bright baby line *roger priddy* over this one for sure. I

purchased both and this one got sent back right away. the touch and feel spots are laughable they

are so tiny. Even for little fingers they are barely noticeable. It's a shame because this would've

been a cute book if it was made with larger touch and feel areas. Buy a different one first and don't

waste your time or $ on this one.

My son loves to try and eat the fur and thinks this book is great im a little upset that it didnt include

more pages with fur though.

Adorable touch and feel book about puppies and kittens. My 2 year old granddaughter loves this

book, both for the charming animal photos and the touch and feel textures. Her 5 year old sister

likes to read this to her also.



Cute little book and perfect size for little hands! The touch and feel on the book are not great but it is

pretty comparable to most touch and feel books.
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